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Introduction 

I am Rick Powell, president of BSE Companies. For the decade between 1980 and 1990 I built over 170 new homes in Fort Worth, Texas and the surrounding 

areas. During those years I learned early on how important estimating and job cost accounting was for my homebuilding business. I created a primitive program on 

my old 8088 PC. Initially, I coupled that estimating program with Quicken to write my job-related checks. In 1993 I was selected as a beta tester for Intuit’s 

project “Snoopy” that became QuickBooks® Version #1 for “DOS”. I have spent the last 20 years teaching homebuilders how to sharpen their pencils when it 

comes to estimating the price of building a home, coupled with using QuickBooks® as the job cost and general ledger accounting solution. 

For many years homebuilder's would fly in from all over the country to Arlington, Texas for a three-day seminar to learn how to operate their estimating software 

and its interface with QuickBooks®. During those years I was approached by a homebuilder who requested that we build him a website similar to websites we had 

built for BSE Companies. Since then we have built hundreds of custom websites for homebuilders, builders associations, land developers, electricians, and the list 

goes on and on. 

 

Also with me today is Brian Wiese, president of By the Book Solutions, Inc. out of New York state. Brian is certified as an Intuit Solution Provider for Enterprise 

Suites, Certified ProAdvisor for Enterprise. And a Certified ProAdvisor for QuickBooks® Advanced. 

For over a decade, Brian Wiese has provided more than 300 business owners with unparalleled expertise and service in nearly all business sectors.  Brian has 

earned QuickBooks® highest esteem as an Intuit Service Provider, by focusing on the individual needs of each client, solving a business owner’s most paralyzing 

problem – being overly dependent on people, not systems.  Having been raised in a family of contractors, Brian has extensive experience in the specific challenges 

of job costing, WIP accounting, workers compensation and union dues reporting.  The foundation of By The Book Solutions has been built by Brian’s own 

construction experience as well as the general contractors, subcontractors and homebuilder clients that he continues to work with to this day.  By The Book 

Solutions, Inc. provides complete business coaching, bookkeeping consultation and full service QuickBooks® support. 

Brian will be available today during the show at BSE Companies’ booth W5082 in the nextBUILD area. I will be available for the next 4 days at the same location. 
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Chapter 1 

How does accounting for homebuilding differ from other types of construction accounting? 

Job Cost vs. General Ledger Accounting 

There are two types of accounting in the world of homebuilding. They are: 

 Job Cost Accounting - A homebuilder needs to closely account for the profitability on each individual building project. At a moment’s notice a 

homebuilder needs to be able to strike the difference between actual and estimated costs. This difference between actual and estimated costs is called a 

variance. A variance report that is broken down by each line item in the construction process is the homebuilder's report card. Without this up to the 

second information by line item and by job a homebuilder is asking for disaster. 

 

 General Ledger Accounting - In addition to job cost accounting a homebuilder needs to maintain information of profitability about their homebuilding 

business. This information of profitability is normally displayed in a profit and loss and balance sheet. A profit and loss and balance sheet reports are the 

instruments normally required by a homebuilder's bank, IRS, or other lending and financial institutions. Homebuilder's normally employed the services of 

a CPA or bookkeeper to help maintain the accuracy of their general ledger accounting. 

 

Job Cost Accounting and your CPA 

Not long ago I was teaching a seminar similar to this seminar we are sitting in today in Oklahoma City. There were about 75 people sitting in the room and most of 

them were homebuilders. I asked if there were any CPA's sitting in the room and two people raised their hands. 

I took a microphone back to the first lady that had raised her hand and I asked her in her four year experience in college to pursue her CPAs license how many job 

cost accounting classes was she required to attend. She thought for a moment and responded that part of one of her classes was job cost related. I reiterated that in 

four years of college courses you were required to take only part of one course in the realm of job costing. She smiled and said yes. 

I thanked her and took back the microphone and walked to the other side of the room and asked the second person that had raised their hand the same question. He 

kind of chuckled and said she (meaning the lady across the room), had more of an exposure to job cost accounting in college that he did. I thanked him and 

retrieved the microphone and walked back up to the front of the classroom. I'd then ask for a show of hands from the homebuilders sitting in the room. How many 

of you depend on your CPA for help with your job costing accounting? Out of embarrassment, nobody raised their hand. How many homebuilders in this room 

today depend on their CPA for help with their job cost accounting? 
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The moral of this story is the homebuilder is in charge of his or her own destinies when it comes to job cost accounting. With very few exceptions your CPA will 

be of little to no assistance in this arena. Most everything of financial significance required to make intelligent decisions about your business is in the job cost 

accounting. I want to reiterate again that general ledger accounting and your CPA reside in your business to keep the bank and the IRS happy. 

In my 20 years experience helping homebuilders computerize their estimating and accounting needs for their homebuilding business I have often met with both a 

homebuilder and their CPA or bookkeeper. A large majority of these homebuilders have paid thousands of dollars to their CPA or bookkeepers to set up 

accounting systems for the homebuilder’s homebuilding business. How many of these accounting systems do you think are job cost driven? Doesn't it make sense 

to design your accounting system to have job cost accounting as the foundation and general ledger accounting as a byproduct of your job cost? This is the concept 

that we are going to discuss here today! 

QuickBooks® Premier Contractor’s Edition 

Well then, there is a simple solution to this dilemma. QuickBooks® has a contractor’s version that must be job cost driven because it is a version for contractors, 

right? QuickBooks® is a multi-billion dollar company, is the most popular accounting system in the world for small businesses. Surely they have this already 

figured out right? I reiterate this is the Contractor’s Edition. 

 

My first question to you is do you think that the QuickBooks® contractors edition was created by computer programmers that were hired by CPAs or by 

homebuilders? My second question to you is what is QuickBooks® definition of a contractor? So, does an electrician, plumber, framer, etc. handle their job cost 

accounting in the same manner as a homebuilder, general contractor, remodeler, or light commercial contractor? Let's answer all of these questions individually. 

 QuickBooks® Contractors Edition was created by computer programmers that were hired by CPAs. QuickBooks® has taken a basic general ledger 

accounting system and modified it to operate for a multitude of different types of businesses. QuickBooks® accounting systems can be used by 

contractors, manufacturers, retail, medical, and the list goes on. Most any kind of business you can imagine can be operated off of a modified version of 

QuickBooks® basic system. 

 QuickBooks® definition of a contractor would be more specific if referred to as a sub-contractor. When a plumber buys a piece of PVC for a job, the 

plumber can expense this piece of PVC off to a cost of goods sold account. This piece of PVC is going to be in the plumber's possession for a very short 

period of time. On the other hand if a homebuilder buys a window to place into a $2 million house it may be 12 to 18 months before that homebuilder 

knows for sure whether he or she has made a profit on that window. How many people sitting in this room want to recognize income to the IRS before you 

made a profit? A homebuilder must defer recognizing profit on all job related expenditures until the end of the project. Once the house is closed at the title 

company, then and only then, can the homebuilder compare all expenditures versus all revenues and hopefully the difference is a positive number and the 

builder can then show a profit. 

Completed Contract Method of Accounting vs. Percent of Completion Method of Accounting 

There are two main methods of accounting for a homebuilding business. Ultimately, you and your CPA need to sit down and decide which of these methods is 

going to be right for your business. It is this author's opinion that the Completed Contract Method of Accounting makes the most logical sense for running your 

homebuilding business. Even the name is logical, you account for expenditures when the contract is complete, and not before. It is my understanding that even 
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some of the larger homebuilding companies who are required by law to use the Percent of Completion Method of Accounting still use the Completed Contract 

Method of Accounting out in the field and then the numbers are converted into the Percentage of Completion Method of Accounting for monthly, quarterly, and 

annual accounting purposes. 

Here is the definition of the completed contract method of accounting that can be found online at the IRS website. If you wish to read the entire document you can 

go to our website at: http://www.builders-software.com/ and click on the “IRS Accounting for Construction Contracts“. This button is in the middle of the page 

near the bottom. 

 

Completed Contract Method 
 
With this method, you report all the income from the contract and deduct all the related job costs in the year the project is completed and accepted by the customer. The number of indirect costs that you 
must characterize as job costs will vary depending on your size. In general, a large homebuilder has to capitalize a greater number of indirect costs than a small homebuilder or small general contractor. 
You should consult your tax advisor regarding types of indirect costs that you must capitalize. G&A expenses, net of any amounts included in job costs, should be deducted as explained in the Accrual 
Method. 
 

Profit & Loss vs. Balance Sheet 

So how does a homebuilder defer the price of that window till the end of the project? This really is a simple process. Instead of the homebuilder expensing the 

window off to the “Cost of Goods Sold” account, like the plumber would handle the piece of PVC, the homebuilder tracks the window and all of their other job 

related expenditures to an asset account called “Jobs and Progress”. In the same vein, all job revenues are handled as liabilities through an account called 

“Revenues in Progress”. All assets and liabilities are carried on the balance sheet while the project is in process. 

 

Using this method there will be two types of closings at the end of the construction process. The first closing will be at the title company when you transfer title of 

this new home to your new home owner. The second closing is an accounting transaction called “Closing the Job to the General Ledger”. By closing the job to the 

general ledger you transfer all of the job related assets to the Cost of Goods Sold account on the profit and loss statement. In the same transaction you would 

transfer all of the liabilities to the Sales Income account. In essence you are moving the entire job related expenditures and revenues from the balance sheet to the 

profit and loss. Hopefully the difference between the Cost of Goods Sold and Sales Income is a positive number which means that you made a profit on the new 

home. Also at this point you have ended up where the plumber and his piece of PVC started out. 

 

 

http://www.builders-software.com/
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Chapter 2 

Setting up QuickBooks® for a homebuilding business. 

 

So what is the procedure to setup QuickBooks® Premier Contractor’s Edition to accommodate your homebuilding business instead of a subcontractor’s business? 

There are four areas that may need immediate modifications. They are: 

 Chart of Accounts 

 Items List 

 Preferences 

 Reports 

Let's now break these four items down one at a time to show you the modifications necessary for each individual item. I will start with the chart of accounts. 
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Chart of Accounts 
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There are four items that must be set up in the chart of accounts: 

 Jobs in Progress must be an Other Current Assets 

 Revenues in Progress must be an Other Current Liability 

 Sales Income must be an Income Account 

 Cost of Sales must be a Cost of Goods Sold Account 
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Items List 

 

The items list is the heart of job cost accounting inside the QuickBooks® 

program. If an item is job related, whether it be money in or money out, it 

must be tied to the item list. There are NO exceptions to this rule. 

If an expenditure is non-job related, like a company truck payment, cell 

phone bill, or advertising sign purchase these are non-job-related 

overhead expenditures. They will not be tied to the items list but instead 

will be tied to a normal overhead expense. 
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The items list can be created with just a basic list of job cost functions, i.e. 

plumbing, electrical, A/C and heat, framing, etc. Or items can be broken down by 

main items and then layers of sub-items like this screen you see to the left. Some 

items may even be phased. What do I mean by this? 

Look to the left at plumbing. Notice that plumbing has the word (phased) to the 

right of it. A phased item is an item that is calculated differently in the estimating 

process then it is paid out in the counting process. For example let's look at 

plumbing. You may want to get a bid for plumbing or you may have preset prices 

with your plumber depending on the number of floors and number of bathrooms 

and a house. To these preset prices you may have to also add for extras like 

upgraded water heaters, Jenn Air ducts in the slab, utility sink and so on. 

Regardless how you come about your plumbing estimate you normally will pay out 

plumbing in three phases, i.e. a rough, a top out, and a final. Unless you set your 

QuickBooks up correctly to identify phased items your variance report will always 

be incorrect. As previously discussed your variance report is a sure snapshot of 

what you were doing wrong and what you are doing right on any given job at any 

point in time. Your electrical may be paid out in a rough and a final. Your A/C and 

heat may be paid out in a rough and a final. Your framing may be paid out in a first 

draw, second draw, third draw and so on. 
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Preferences 

 

See the four preference settings on the following two screens. 

Make sure your settings match these. 
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Reports 

 

 

 

 

These 14 memorized reports that are preset under the 

Builders Software Enterprises drop-down menu are not 

necessary for running your homebuilding business on 

QuickBooks®. These reports are just a convenience. 

There are so many combinations of reports that are 

available with QuickBooks® that they can sometimes be 

overwhelming. These 14 memorized reports can be 

obtained through BSE Companies for a fee. 
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Out of all the reports available 

through QuickBooks® the most 

important report to the 

homebuilder should be the 

variance report. This report shows 

your estimated costs versus your 

actual costs and what the plus 

and minus cash difference is 

broken down by line item through 

the construction process. 

Also notice how plumbing is 

broken out into phases. Once the 

plumbing rough is completed and 

paid for the variance report is still 

in balance. The top out in final will 

be completed and paid for further 

along in the construction process. 

Show some of the other reports 

right here. 
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Chapter 3 

Create Estimates 

 

 

The Create Estimate area inside 

of QuickBooks® is not a powerful 

estimating tool. It does although 

suffice as an adequate holding 

tank for estimate information to 

be inserted. The totals by line 

item from this holding tank 

appear or in the estimate 

column on the variance report. 

It is very important for your 

estimate totals to be displayed 

here in the Create Estimate area. 
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Chapter 4 

Writing Checks 

 

 

 

 

Go over the Write Checks and 

Make Deposits for job costing 

right here. 
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Chapter 5 

Settlement Statement Entries 

QuickBooks® is an accounting program that is based off of a checkbook. Expenditures that are other than checks written inside of QuickBooks® are normally 

handled as a General Journal entry. This process works fine for most businesses, but not for the home building business. A home building business is job cost 

driven. Job cost items are handled as “Items” inside of QuickBooks®. General Journal entries inside of QuickBooks® can not handle “Items” therefore they can 

not handle job cost. So how can a builder handle job related expenditures from a settlement statement where no check has been written, but these expenditures are 

definitely job related? The answer is by writing a check on a dummy checking account that balances out to zero (therefore not effecting the Balance Sheet or Profit 

& Loss Report). Here is how it works.  

 

First, I always like to breakdown my settlement statement like the one you see below for 3662 Snow Creek Drive. This breakdown shows me the totals of all the 

money in & all the money out on this project. By pulling a standard job report you can see all the money received (Draws) & all the money spent (Job Cost) 

on this project. All of the other fees listed below are right off of the settlement statement. This chart has to balance to the penny. 

 

 

3662 Snow Creek Drive-New Home 

 
Bank Payoff or Draws  $111,350.00  Sales Price  $131,000.00 

Interim Interest  $2,438.47  Job Cost  -$108,416.37 

Discount Points  $ 786.00  Interim Interest  -$2,438.47 

Title Policy  $1,167.00  Discount Points  -$ 786.00 

Warranty Premium  $ 569.00  Title Policy  -$1,167.00 

Other Closing Costs  $ 586.57  Warranty Premium  -$ 569.00 

Earnest Money  $3,500.00  Other Closing Costs  -$ 586.57 

Cash From Closing  $9,702.96   

Other Revenue  $ 900.00   

SALES PRICE:  $131,000.00  PROFIT:  $17,036.59 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setup up a dummy checking 
account to act as a pass though 
account for your job related 
settlement statement expenditures. 
See the Settlement Statement 
Entries checking account in the 
Chart of Accounts. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

Next, you need to add a Sales Price to 

your Items list. Set it up exactly as 

you see below. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

Now we want to make an 
entry into the Items tab of a 
check on the dummy 
register that we have 
created. See this check 
pictured. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is what the check entries on the previous page look like in their 
entirety. Notice the total of the check is zero! All of the expenditures 
have a negative balance. They all have a (-) minus sign in front of 
them.  The only item with a positive balance is the Sales Price. 
Set your check up just like this one. You also want to tie each of these 
items to the job address (Customer:Job). In this case the 
(Customer:Job) is “0001 Your First Job”. 
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Settlement Statement Entries

 

If you want to see a report of what this 
entry looks like, go to Reports, go down 
to banking, go to Check Detail, and filter 
out your job address. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can customize the 

report to look like the one 

below. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

Let’s see what kind of net effect this transaction had on our QuickBooks® system. I made one entry into a check for revenue & one entry for expenditures for 3662 

Snow Creek Drive. Normally you would have a half a dozen or more Draws, Proceeds, Earnest Money, Other Job Revenues to make up the total of your 

Deposits. Normally you would also have checks to the plumber, ac/heat company, painter, etc. to make up the total payments. 

 

For this job our total job costs are $108,416.37. This is our total expenditures in our checkbook, BEFORE we add the additional expenditures from our settlement 

statement. Our total revenues on the other hand are $125,452.96. This total includes: 

 

· Draws  · $111,350.00 

· Earnest Money  ·       3,500.00 

· Cash from Closing (Proceeds)  ·       9,702.96 

· Other Revenues  · $       900.00 

 --------------------------- 

                      Total:  · $125,452.96 

 

This is our total revenue in our checkbook after we deposit checks from the closing, but BEFORE we complete our settlement statement entry. Notice the balance 

in our checkbook equals the Profit for the project $17,036.59. This is the difference of all of the real money in & out of your checkbook on this project. After 

closing the job to the General Leger Entry later, this $17,036.59 will end up in Income & eventually into Retained Earnings. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

As a snapshot in time, here is how the 
Balance Sheet looks after we make the 
deposits from closing, but before we 
make our Settlement Statement Entry. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now let’s make the Settlement 

Statement Entry. 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

What kind of effect did the Settlement 
Statement Entry have on the Balance 
Sheet? The $131,000.00 is the Sales Price 
from the contract. The $113,963.41 is the 
job cost plus all job related expenditures 
from the Settlement Statement. Notice 
the bank account is still the amount of 
the profit! 
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Settlement Statement Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All this time the Profit & Loss report has 

reflected no activity. 
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Chapter 6 

How to Close a Job to the General Ledger 

1. Pull a Job Cost report for the job you wish to close. You need to determine from this report all of the incomes & all of the expenditures for this job. You want 

one number for each. In our example $131,000.00 is the sales price from the contract. The $113,963.41 is the job cost plus all job related expenditures from the 

settlement statement. Notice the bank account is still the amount of the profit! 

2. Click on Company from the tool bar at the top, & then click on Make Journal Entry. 

3. From the Account column you want to select Jobs in Progress & from the Name column you want to select the address you wish to close. 

4. We want to decrease the asset account of Jobs in Progress so you place the total amount of expenditures in the credit column for this job address. 

5. To offset this credit, you want to debit Cost of Goods Sold, WITHOUT selecting an address. 

6. Next, you want to debit the liability account of “Revenues in Progress” & credit “Income”. “Revenues in Progress” tie to a job address & “Income” does not. 

7. Save & close & you are finished.
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How to Close a Job to the General Ledger 

 

 

 

The Close Job to the General 
Ledger entry has what effect on 
the Profit & Loss? Notice that 
the entire project has moved 
from the Balance Sheet to the 
Profit & Loss. Also notice, that 
what were once Other Current 
Assets are now in Cost of Goods 
Sold & what were once 
Liabilities are now Income. The 
difference is your Gross Profit. 
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How to Close a Job to the General Ledger 

 

 

 

 

 

The Close Job to the General 

Ledger entry has what effect on 

the Balance Sheet? 
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Chapter 7 

Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet Always 

Mathematically Sound 

 

In summary what have we learned? As you can see it is possible to keep your Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet in complete harmony at all times in your home 

building business. Over the last 20 years of working with homebuilders I have seen QuickBooks® set up dozens of different ways. The way that QuickBooks® is 

set up in the demonstration I just showed you, is the only way that I have ever seen QuickBooks® operate correctly in all facets of a homebuilder's business. Most 

homebuilders who use QuickBooks® for their accounting solution panic when their banker asks them for financials. Normally, the homebuilder has to run to the 

office, back-up his or her QuickBooks® to a disk, and then run off to the CPAs office to get financials generated. After waiting a few days for the CPA to generate 

financials, then and only then can you pick up the financials and take them to the bank. Several days or a week or more can pass before you have completed this 

task. As you can see, by setting up your QuickBooks® correctly and by closing your jobs to the general ledger as you are completing each job, your QuickBooks® 

can be mathematically sound at all times. When you're banker calls you for financials you simply go to your office, print off a Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet 

and head to the bank. Less stress don't you agree? 

For some other solutions such as estimating, warranty work, tying employees to a job address, memorizing only builder related reports, construction related 

websites, etc. please check us out on the web at http://BSECompanies.com or call our offices at 1-800-659-6410. 

 

Thank you for your time today! 


